
3 Potential energy 
In its widest sense the potential energy of an object is energy that is pteutP.1 c r e r ~  
attributed to it by virtue of its position (or shape), as opposed to kinetic 
energy which corresponds to motion. By now you should be expecting to 
find energy associated with forces that can do work. The energy associated 
with movement of a weight force is called gravitational potential energy, 
often simply called potential energy. The energy associated with change 
of shape - such as the stretching of a spring - is called strain energy. anl+rrpy 
(Remember from Unit 11 that strain is a measure of shape change.) 

3.1 Straln energy 
In Unit 10 you saw that forces applied to an object cause shape changes, 
although these are often small and neglected. For some materials such as 
rubber, or for a member designed to change shape such as a spring, the 
shape changes are significant in normal use. For some other members 
made of ductile materials, large shape changes can occur when excessive 
loads are applied. For all these cases, the applied forces must do work. FK 
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For example, a member in simple tension will have a certain 
load-deflection curve, such as Figure 14. The small extra deflection 6e at Figure I 4  
force F requires the work F 6e from the force. The total work done in 
extending the member by a distance e l  from its frec length is therefore 
represented by the area shown in Figure IS, expressed mathematically as 

W = 1 F de 

Figure 16 shows the force-extension curve that I have measured for a 
p i a  of rubber. In this case, typical of rubber, the force when unloading 
is substantially less than the force when loadiig for a given extension. 
Even so, when unloading the rubber does work - it returns some of the 
work done on it when loading up. To clarify this, note that the extension 
and force are in the same direction when loading; the applied force does FM B1 e 

positive work on the rubber. When unloading, the force and movement Figwe I5 
are in opposite directions so the applied force dots negative work on the 
rubber (Figure 17). In other words, the rubber does positive work on its 
connection when contracting. 

As we can do work on the rubber, and later get work out. we say that in FM +-c .,l, ;:C I:L; 
the intervening period the rubber has energy - strain energy. This raises ,, . .. L '+  .,. .. . f .l1 t l  .::: . 1. 

.- 
an interesting question. The energy out does not qual the energy in, so 
which, if either, is the strain energy? It is probably best in this case to 
consider some of the energy to be 'lost' during both extension and contrac- 8 

tion, which means that the strain energy is an intermediate value. As long 
as we know how to find the energy returned, the actual value of strain 4 
energy is not critical. We would normally do this by taking a storage 
efficiency value, e.g. 80%. which would depend on the conditions. 
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(a) Estimate the work done on the rubber in Figure 16 when loading. 
(b) Estimate the work returned on unloading. 

(c) How much energy has been 'lost' (converted into another form)? 
(d) What fraction was returned in this case? 

In the case of a ductile material like mild steel, at large strains beyond the - 
elastic limit hardly any of this input energy is returned. Some of the energy .I+& ;I+& 
has been used to change the internal arrangement of molecules, and some F 

has raised the temperature. The manufacture of objects in this way, such loading unloading 

as by pressing a car wing from steel shcet, requires an appropriate supply Figure l7 



Figure 20 

of energy, so the press is &ted with an e l d c  motor, or if it is large then 
probably with a hydraulic system. 

If a metal is kept within its elastic limit then it can return almost all the 
work put in. A metal spring is designed deliberately to do thi8. Fiw 18 
shows the load-deflection curve that I have mwured for a steel sprink 
First note that in this casc the loading and unloading curves were w close 
that my simple measurement did not detect any difference - rho energy 
return was better than 99%. The second feature to note, which you should 
recan Irom Unit 3, is that for moderate loadfi the load-deflection curve is 
approximately linear: F = ks, where k is the stiffnw. 

(a) What is the stiffness of this spring (b) Bsrimate the work required 
to stretch it from zero to @mm extension, (c) from 40 mm to EQmm 
extension. 

For a spring whose behaviour approximates dosely to F = k (often true) 
it is easy to derive an expression for the work input, which will be almost 
exactly equal to the work returnad or the strain csccrgy, all of which can 
be approximated as the same value. An extension e requim force ke. The 
average force on the spring as it is extended from aero to e is )/re, so the 
work input is W = f k x e = $k2  (Figure 19). In other words, the strain 
energy is 

S = +kez 

More generally, we d d  derive this mult from W = E Fde. 

In the case of a compression spring, a compressive forcz shortens the 
spring and puts energy in (FigurelOf. Following our sign convention, the 
c m p m i o n  fom is a negative tension form, and the shortening is a 
negative extension. The sham equation S E fkea stiil applies bemuse the 
extension is squared, so the S still come# out positive. This is c o m c  the 
energy of a compressed spring certainly must be positive. A useful rule of 
thumb to remember is that the further a spring is from its equilibrium 
length, the more energy it has: 'More extension is more energy'. 'lUs is 
illustrated in Figure 21, where L, is the ftee Iength of the spring. There 
are practical limits on the extension of course, and also a lowg spring can 
buckle in compression. 

In solving problems we will mainly he int~retted in the work done by the 
spring when its extention changes from e,  to ea. This will equal the strain 
energy lost from the spring; 

W=Si-S2=fke:-#e$ 

If ez is less than e,, the spring is relaxing, dving out energy. Insarthp 
values in the fomula gives a positive W in this ease, which is eorreot. 
Positive work done by the spring maansnegative work done on thespring, 
The &g energy Es reduced. The same relation8 apply for a compression 
spring too. 

Conventional teasion 8prins are often coil-bound (the coib touch) when 
at zero applied force, and require an initial form to begin opening the 
coils, after which the force is approximatsiy linear with position. Thc 
strain energy is no longer simply f?d, but of course it can still be found 
by inregrating the form-displacement graph. Hwevec, for this course 
you can assume the simple lmear relationship F= ke for springs, unless 
otherwise stated. 
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Check the units of the equation S = +kea. 

A spring has an unstretched length of 0.2 m and a stiffness of 2 kN m-'. 
Estimate (a) the work needed to stretch the spring to 0.22 m length. 
(b) The work nccded to stretch it from 0.22 to 0.24 m. 

The maximum amount of energy that rubber can return is about 5 W kg-' 
(5 joules per gram), although it varies a g m t  deal for di&rent rubbers. 
You make a catapult using 20 g of rubber. (a) How much energy can be 
returned? (b) At what spced do you estimate you could launch a 50 g 
stone? 

A good spring steel can store about 100 J kg-'. If you try to design the 
catapult using spring steel instead of rubber, how much steel would be 
nccded for the same energy storage? 

A railway truck of mass 25 X 103 kg travelling at 2 m S-' strikes a pair of 
spring-loaded buffers, each of stiffnem 450 kN m-'. The kinetic energy of 
the truck is translemd to the springs as the truck stop. (a) Estimate the 
maximum compression of the springs. (b) If the maximum safe wmpres- 
sion is 0.5 m, what is the maximum spced of arrival? 

Figure 22 shows a grounded link connected to a spring of free length 
50 mm and stiffness 4 kN m-'. The link moves 30" anticlockwise from 
the position shown. How much work is done by the spring? 

Figure 23 shows an engine valve of mass 30 & with a tight spring which 
has free length 60 mm and stiffness 4 kN m-'. (a) How much work is 
required to open the valve 15 mm? (b) If the valve ia released, estimate the 
speed at which it will strike its seat. 

3.2 GravlWonal energy 
Gravitational energy is potential energy by virtue of position in a gravita- 
tional field, associated with work done by the weight fora, which is a 
gravitational force. By applying a force F = mg to an object I can lilt it, 
say through a height h. I have done work W = mgh. Later I can recover 
that work by letting the object back down to its original level. The weight 
force will do work mgh. In accordance with our usual response to finding 
that we can put work in and get it back later, we can attribute an energy. 
This is called the grmitational potenthl energy, V, or usually just potential 
e n ~ .  This energy is sometimes said to be physically located in the 
object, although it is probably more accurate to say that the energy is 'in' 
the system of the two bodies that are gravitationally attracting each other, 
plus the space around them. Either approach is capable of producing 
satisfactory mults, so the decision which to use is more a matter of 
convenience than 'correctness'. As an example of the two approaches, 
consider dropping a typical apple of weight 1 N from I m above the floor 
(Figure 24). What will its spced be when it hits the floor? 

open position 

Figure 23 
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Method I: Measuring from the floor, the initial potential energy is mgh = 
I N X I m = I J. The final potential energy, at h = 0, is zero. The I J of 
potential energy appears as kinetic energy, so +mua = 1 J. But m = 0.1 kg, 
sov=4.5ms-'.  

Method 2: The apple falls 1 m so the weight docs work 1 N X 1 m = 1 J, 
putting this into the apple as kinetic energy; )mu2 = 1 J, so v = 4.5 m S-'. 

In the saond method, the energy comes from somewhere outside the 
apple - this approach does not say exactly where the potential energy 
was, but there is no nad to know this in order to solve the problem. 

It seems to me that the first method has a more serious drawback. If the 
potential energy is already in the apple, the weight force does not seem 
to do any work. Rather than give the weight force this special status unlike 
other forces, 1 would prefer to use the m n d  method. Nevertheless it is 
useful to speak of the potential energy, meaning the work done against a 
we@t force. 

By the way, in both calculations I neglected the aerodynamic drag on the 
apple - being opposed to the direction of motion this would remove some 
kinetic energy making the speed less than othenvise. Over a 1 m drop this 
neglect is justified. On a very long fall the apple would approach terminal 
velocity. At constant velocity the kinetic energy is also constant, so the 
drag force is removing energy as fast as the weight force puts it in. Inciden- 
tally, just as the weight of a typical apple is a useful way to imagine the 
size of I N fora, the kinetic energy of such an apple dropped 1 m is a 
useful way to imagine 1 J of energy. 

A bricklayer accidentally drops a 1.7 kg brick from a third-storey scaflold- 
ing 12 m above the ground. (a) Estimate the speed with which the brick 
will amve at ground level. @) Estimate the average force exerted by the 
brick if it hits the ground, stopping in 50 mm. 
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1 throw a 170 g cricket ball vertically upwards, applying an average force 
of 60 N for 0.6 m. Estimate (a) the initial Kinetic energy, @) the maximum 
height achieved. 

So far I have only considered cases of vertical motion. How much work 
does the weight fora  do if there is also horizontal motion? Imagine the 
mass centre of an object falling a small distance x whilst moving y hori- 
zontally, for a total motion of z (Figure 25). The force component along 
z is mg cos B, so the work done is ntg cos B X z. Now this is equal to 
mg X z cm 0 = mgx, which is just the weight times the vertical motion. So, 
however complicated the intervening motion, the net work done by the 
weight force is just the weight times the fall in height (If the range of 
heights is so great that g varies significantly, it is still true that the intewen- 
ing path does not matter, but the work, which is Jmgdh, is no longer 
simply mgh.) 

An aircraft of mass 10' kg takes o6and climbs to an altitude of l2000 m 
above the airfield, levelliig OR at a speed of 250 m S-'. Estimate (a) the 
kinetic energy, @) the potential energy, measured relative to the airfield. 
(c) Where have these energies been supplied from? (d) What other im- 
portant force will have required a supply of energy to overcome it? 
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A car of mass 900 kg is parked facing straight down a slope of 8". The 
handbrake fails totally. (a) Neglecting friction and drag, etc., estimate 
how fast the car will be travelling after rolling 40 m along the road. (b) At 
this point the car hits another, which is parked. What happens to the 
kinetic energy? 
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A hailstone of mass 0.1 g fonns at an altitude of 2000 m. (a) What is its 
potential energy relative to the ground? (b) Can you estimate the speed 
with which it hits the ground? 

BAOSO 
Figure 26 shows the pendulum of an impact testing machine (Io= 
1.6 kg m'). It is released from the position shown with zero velocity. At 
the lowest position it strikes a target piece of metal, breaking it. The 
pendulum is then found to stop 15' past the vertical. (a) Estimate the 
angular speed at impact. (b) How much energy was removed from 

\ 0.06 m 

the pendulum during the impact? arm mass 
= 0.8 kg 
head mals 
= 2.0 kg 

Energy from the Sun evaporates water from the sea producing water Figure 26 
%z m 

vapour in the atmosphere, which has potential energy. This water falls as 
rain, some on high ground when it still has a good deal of potential 
energy. Hydroelectric power stations can then produce electricity from 
gravitational potential energy of water by allowing it to fall further in a 
controlled way, using the weight force on the water to do work. 
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Calculate the potential energy of I m3 of fresh water @ = 1000 kg m-l), 
1000 m above sea level. 

In some of the more mountainous countries of the world, for example 
Japan and Canada, hydroelectric sources provide a large proportion of 
the total power. Great Britain is not nally mountainous enough - it is 
necessary to be able to store large quantities of water at worthwhile height 
differences, and not too far apart or else the 'pipework' needed becomes 
too expensive and causes large friction losses. In a typical hydroelectric 
installation, the water emerges from a nozzle, the potential energy then 
having been converted to kinetic energy. The stream of high-speed water 
hits a rotating wheel with specially shaped blades. By exerting a force on 
the moving wheel, the water does work on the wheel, losing most of its 
kinetic energy. The wheel drives an electrical generator, and somewhere 
many miles away electric lights burn and electric motors turn. At DinoMlic 
in Wales the electric utilities operate a large-scale pumped storage system, 
similar to a hydroelectric system but with the additional ability to use 
electrical energy to pump water up to a high-level reservoir. The water, 
with its stored potential energy, is then used to provide electrical energy 
during times of peak demand. Although the effect of various friction losses 
means that only about 70% of the energy input is recovered, this is still -. . 
a much more economic method than trying to store large quantities of 
energy electrically, say in batteries. 

As you saw in Unit 3 another force closely associated with weight is 
buoyancy (Figure 27). So far I have neglected buoyancy - this is appropri- 
ate because if the buoyancy force is negligible, then the energy associated 
with it will also be negligible. You can look at buoyancy potential energy 
in either of two ways. The buoyancy force B does work Bh in rising a Figure 27 



height h, like weight but in the opposite direction. Alternatively, the buoy- 
ancy force can be subtracted from the weight to give a total potential 
energy of (mg - B)h. In air B is usually much less than mg unless the object 
itself is of unusually low mean density, for example a balloon. However, 
what happens if I am dealing with a piece of wood released underwater? 
B is larger than mg, so there is a net upward force. In work-energy terms, 
if the piece of wood moves upwards then work is done on the wood, 
providing kinetic energy. In this case B can put in more energy than mg 
can take out, providing kinetic energy of upward motion, and overcoming 
drag. 

In summary, the buoyancy force, which acts vertically upwards, will do 
work Bh in moving up a distance h, regardless of the route in between. 
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A piece of wood released from rest below water, then rises, gaining kinetic 
energy. Something else must have lost energy to provide that energy. 
What? 
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A cylinder of compressed air of mass 16 kg and volume 0.04 m3 is taken 
from the surface to a depth of 35 m where it is anchored to the sea bed 
(psw = 1020 kgm-7). Estimate the work done by (a) its weight, (b) the 
buoyancy force. (c) What extra work had to be done on it? 

3.3 Summary 
An object may have a mechanical energy associated with it by virtue of 
its position or shape. 

1 Work is done in changing of the shape of an object. The work may 
be found from the integral jFds,  or the area under the 
force-displacement curve. Where the linear approximation F = ke is 
appropriate, the strain energy in the object is S = 4ke2. In this case 
the work done by the object when it changes its extension from e ,  to 
e, is 

W = S , - S , = f k e : - f k e :  

2 Work mgh must be done on an object to lift it through a height h 
against gravity, this becoming potential energy. When the object is 
lowered the energy is returned to the object by the weight force doing 
work on it. 

3 When buoyancy forces are significant, work Bh must be done on the 
object to push it down. The buoyancy force will return work Bh when 
the object is allowed to rise. 




